About Khurana & Khurana:

Khurana & Khurana is a leading Legal 500, MIP, IAM, Asia-IP, Acquisition-INTL, Corp-INTL, and Chambers & Partners recommended/ranked full service Law Firm in India with exclusive affiliate offices in Malaysia, Sri Lanka, USA, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Vietnam, and Nepal, and represents Indian and International clients ranging from small start-ups to Fortune 10 companies through its team of over 150 professionals spread across 8 offices in India and focusing on all aspects of IP, Commercial Law, and Media/Entertainment Matters.

Exemplary Firm Facts

- Established in 2007
- K&K focuses on Intellectual Property and Commercial Law
- 8 Offices in India (Noida, Delhi, Bangalore, Mumbai, Pune, Hyderabad, Jalandhar and Indore)
- 7 Offices in South Asia (Malaysia, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Vietnam, Nepal, Bangladesh and India)
- 1 US Client Coordination Office
- Memberships of AIPLA, APAA, INTA, AIPPI, LES, NASSCOMM, PHD Chambers, ABLE, Patent Office, FICCI, etc.
- Rankings and Recommendations from IAM, Chambers and Partners, Legal 500, Managing IP, Asia IP, Corp-INTL, and Acquisition-INT.
Khurana & Khurana’s Commercial Law Practice Team possesses all necessary skills to service both the short-term and long-term transactional needs of businesses. We advise national and international clients on matters ranging from the drafting of standard terms and conditions of sale/purchase, their key contractual arrangements with vendors, customers, employees etc. Being India’s leading Intellectual Property Rights Law firm, we possess distinctive qualities and ample experience to deliver to you, the very best results.

What makes us stand apart from our competitors is our ability to work seamlessly with our in-house experts in other areas of law such as the General Corporate, Employment, Litigation, Regulatory and Taxation verticals and provide you with a fully integrated service. Moreover, we have a set of professionals with diverse academic backgrounds and expertise in matters of Strategy, Finance, Science and Technology etc. whose experience helps the team understand your business needs and minimize the risks involved.

Our results-driven culture is the primary force behind making us one of India’s fastest growing law firms. Our team is always accessible and responsive, and knows how to handle multiple sets of instructions efficiently.
Our Commercial Law Practice Team works on the following aspects of Commercial and Contract Law:

1) **Drafting and Vetting of Contracts including:**

- Partnerships and Joint Ventures
- Tenders
- Foreign Collaborations
- Memoranda of Understanding
- Indemnity
- Non-Disclosure
- Lease
- Sales and Purchase
- Security / Pledge
- Employment
- Non-compete
- Independent Contractors
- Software Licensing
- Technology Transfer
- Strategic Alliance
- Private Label
- IP Commercialisation
- Contract Manufacturing

2) **Any Litigation / Regulatory Matters arising out of the Contracts / Agreements**

We make sure that the Contracts/Agreements drafted/vetted by us leave no scope for ambiguity and are best suited to protect our clients' interests. However, in case of any disputes arising out of the same, we take it upon ourselves to obtain a favourable remedy in the form of Monetary Damages/ Specific Performance / Restitution / Rescission / Injunctions / Quantum Meruit etc., or to defend your interests in any Civil and Commercial suit across India.
3) NCLT & IBC Practice

- Representing Corporate clients in litigation proceedings under all aspects of Business and Corporate law in India before various courts and tribunals
- Acting as Retainer Counsel on the Advisory Panels of various Software and Manufacturing companies
- Recovery Suits for Debts due to clients
- Consultation in matters under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC)
- Advising secured and unsecured creditors on various aspects of their claims under the IBC
- Handling cases on behalf of Liquidators and Receivers

4) General Corporate Advisory

We at Khurana & Khurana are experienced in a wide range of matters, from General Corporate Advisory, Corporate Governance, Exchange Control Regulations to Mergers and Acquisitions, Joint Ventures and strategic partnerships, takeovers, outbound investments etc.

Our work in this area is perfectly suited to the diverse and evolving business environment in India. Keeping the Firm ahead of its peers is its unique combination of experience and commitment, which enables clients to mitigate risk and achieve business and growth objectives. We work with Investment Banks, Accounting Firms and International Law firms on multi-jurisdictional transactions to provide our clients with a one stop solution for their cross-border legal issues.
Exemplary Clientele

- ABB
- American Superconductor
- Battelle
- Cadence
- Deutsche Teleko.
- Diro Inc.
- Emerson
- Fujitsu
- Furuno
- Haier
- HUAWEI
- Invent India
- Intex
- Imagination
- KPIT Cummins
- Liteon
- Master Card
- Panasonic
- Tejas Networks
- Xiaomi
- Alembic
- ABDI Ibrahim
- Avery Dennison
- Advinus
- Amorepacific Corporation
- Bayer
- Bharat Petroleum
- Cipla
- DU Pont
- Eisai
- Glenmark
- Imerys
- Indian Oil
- Marico
- Mylan
- Novartis
- Piramal
- Sabic
- Unichem
- United Phosphorus Limited
- Airbus Defense & Space GMBH
- Bell Helicopter
- Bracco
- Cambridge Medical Robotics Ltd
- Chassis Brakes
- Dhama Innovations
- Diasys
- FLSmidth
- Hawkins
- Honda
- Hyundai HYSCO
- IML
- Indo Simon
- L&T
- Mercedes-Benz
- Milton
- Navistar
- Pentair
- STAAR Surgical Company
Exemplary Clientele
K&K Practitioner's Experience Split

- More than 20 years
- 10-20 years
- 5-10 Years
- Less than 5 years

Geographical Split Of Client Base

- US
- China
- Japan
- EP
- Others
K&K has been recognized by Silicon India among the 10 most promising Corporate Legal Consultants.

"Khurana & Khurana Advocates and IP Attorneys is **highly recommended** for IP matters"

-- 'Legal 500'

"It has been **rapidly built up a sizeable team** with well-honed drafting abilities **across the spectrum of technologies**"

-- 'IAM'

Khurana & Khurana's co-founding Partner, Mr. Tarun Khurana, recognized among the **Top Patent Lawyers** around the world

-- IAM 1000 Patent
Contact Us

Noida (National Capital Region)
E-13, UPSIDC Site-IV, Kasna Road,
Industrial Area, Greater Noida,
Uttar Pradesh-201310 | Tel: +91-(120) 4296878, 4909201, 4516201

Delhi Office
9, Birbal Rd, Block H, Pant Nagar, Jangpura New Delhi-110014
| Tel: +91- (011) 40079530

Jalandhar Office
A2-905 Jal Vayu Vihar
Jalandhar, AFNHB, Punjab,
PIN 144008

Bangalore Office
A-001, Nitesh Central Park, Near Bagalur Crossing, Off Bellary Road,
Bengaluru-560064, Tel: +91-(080) 66123903

Hyderabad Office
Regus Business Centre,
Krishe Sapphire, Hitech City Main Road, Madhapur,
Hyderabad-500081 | Tel: +91-(040) 6717 2040

Pune Office
Office No. 203, 204, 2nd Floor, Citymall, University Road, Ganesh Khind, Shivaji Nagar, Pune-411007 | Tel:
+91-(020) 66201041

Mumbai Office
B2-304, Kanakia Boomerang,
3rd Floor, Chandivali Farm Road, Chandivali, Powai,
Mumbai-400072 Maharashtra, India | Tel: +91-(022) 65281005

Indore Office
62, Malgunj, Bhagat Singh Marg,
Biyabani Main Road, Jawahar Marg, Indore-452002, Madhya Pradesh, India | Tel: +91-(120) 4296878, 4909201, 4516201

Myanmar Office
119/121, 4th Floor, Latha Street, Latha Township, Yangon, Myanmar | Email ID:
myanmar@khuranaandkhurana.com

Bangladesh Office
30/3 B C Das Street, Lalbagh, Dhak-1205,
Bangladesh | Email ID:
bangladesh@khuranaandkhurana.com

Sri Lanka Office
Level 35, West Tower, World Trade Center, Colombo 00100, Sri Lanka

Nepal Office
8th Floor, Trade Tower, GPO 24668,
Thapathali, Kathmandu, Nepal | Email ID:
nepal@khuranaandkhurana.com

Vietnam Office
29 Truong Han Sieu Str., HaonKiem District, Hanoi, Vietnam P.O.Box : 412, Hanoi, Vietnam Email ID:
vietnam@khuranaandkhurana.com

US Office
4104 Bradbury Ln, Alpharetta GA 30022
Tel: +1-281-577-6917

E-Mail: info@khuranaandkhurana.com
Website:
www.khuranaandkhurana.com
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